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Abstract
Biotechnology capabilities continue to increase at a rapid pace. This
increase in itself is not unexpected, unforeseen, or inherently good or
bad. Increasing knowledge of genetics and cellular function, coupled
with increases in computing power, is allowing development of novel,
highly targeted treatments for all manners of disease and injury. The
potential for breakthrough treatments is higher now than ever before.
However, as knowledge and capability increase so does the ability to develop biological weapons with increasing lethality and precision. Every
new treatment also represents a potential new weapon.
✵✵✵✵✵
In 1996 the world’s DNA sequence repository, GenBank, had approximately 5 x 108 bases (bits) worth of sequence data in its database.1
The human genome had yet to be sequenced, and cloning was still a theory. Now the world’s genetic databases contain 1.3 x 1012 bases of data
available for search within seconds.2 Sequencing is no longer a task for
graduate students but is now a commercial service provided by numerous companies offering sequencing and analysis of entire bacterial communities within days. The increase in computing power, combined with
the ever growing amount of DNA and protein sequence data, allows
deeper insights into the fundamental source of disease. These capabilities are allowing medical providers to identify specific disease characteristics for each individual patient, which allows for increasingly specific
and effective treatment plans.
All life on earth is ultimately controlled by each organism’s unique genetic code carried in its DNA, and many human disease states can be atLTC Doug Lewis is an assistant professor of biodefense science at the Air Force Institute of Technology. He earned his PhD in biodefense from George Mason University. Over the past 15 years, he has
served in various assignments dedicated to countering weapons of mass destruction with the Air Force,
Army, and Department of Defense.
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tributed to mutations in the chemical structure, and hence information
content, of the DNA.3 For example, noninfectious human disease states,
such as cancer or sickle cell anemia, can be attributed to mutations. A
mutation may be inherited, or it may arise spontaneously during an organism’s lifetime. Any particular mutation may have no effect on a cell,
while others can cause a change in cellular function that may increase or
decrease the organism’s ability to survive in the environment. Today, science has advanced our understanding of genetics and cellular processes
to the point where we are developing the ability to identify mutations
associated with disease, as well as developing the ability to treat disease
by modifying DNA or targeting malformed proteins within a cell. With
this information, doctors can design custom treatment plans with increased specificity and likelihood of success.
Researchers can even develop new treatments on a computer. Using
molecular modeling software they can design and test existing chemical
compounds or even design synthetic molecules capable of modifying
the effects of a disease. Personalized DNA sequencing is also becoming
a commercial commodity. For example, fitness companies are offering
to test your DNA then develop exercise and nutrition plans tailored
to your genetic makeup, while other companies offer to identify your
genetic ancestry for under $100.4 Today the cost of DNA sequencing
is actually outpacing Moore’s law, and to sequence one million bases of
DNA literally costs a few pennies.5
As we develop our understanding of genetic diseases, we are also developing the ability to attack these diseases at their genetic roots. Again
with increased knowledge of DNA sequence information and advances
in computers, combined with advances in molecular manipulation of
DNA, it is possible to construct certain molecules designed to knock
out or modify the expression of a mutated gene.6 This incredible increase in capability foreshadows the development of immensely effective
medical treatments from diseases such as cancer, Alzheimer’s, or diabetes
and even the ability to edit the genetic errors associated with inherited
diseases such as cystic fibrosis or sickle cell anemia.
The scientific understanding of cellular pathways is growing at an incredible pace, and with each advance, there is an opportunity for more
potent therapies—and potentially more lethal uses. Unfortunately the
ability to heal also opens the ability to harm, and current advances have
an inherent ability to be used as biological weapons. Beneficial medical
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treatments use biotechnology to manipulate cellular function, returning
a diseased cell to a nondiseased “normal” state. The application of the
same treatment to a healthy cell could result in modifying it to an abnormal state. The enormous capabilities being developed show great promise but have a dark side that cannot be ignored. The idea of advances in
biotechnology increasing the biological weapons threat is not new. In
2003 an analysis of gene sequencing and synthesis capabilities found
they were following Moore’s law of computing power. The analysis also
looked at the educational requirements associated with genetic manipulation and found it was no longer exclusive to PhD’s but was becoming
a global commodity powered by workers holding bachelor’s degrees or
even certificates of training.7 In 2006 the National Science Advisory
Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) found that commercial synthesis of
“small” organic molecules was readily available and routine across the
globe.8 It also found that larger molecule synthesis, and even viral genome construction, was possible but limited to large institutions.9 This
article examines some of the hopes and fears of emerging biotechnology.
It is an attempt to survey recent medical advances made possible by
advances in biotechnology and at the same time remind the reader that
these advances also carry a corresponding threat. Such advances will allow fine tuning of any cellular process associated with disease from cancer to metabolic imbalances but could also become extremely efficient,
targeted biological weapons. Because it is not feasible to identify every
possible technology or advance, this work focuses on a small sampling
of the research published within the past three years.

The Hopes of Biotechnology
Much of the recent research concerns increasing knowledge about the
human genome and the proteome, combined with an increasing ability
to model and construct custom molecules.10 This combination is allowing medicine to produce custom therapeutics designed to cure disease
by modulating cellular action at the molecular level. The most-helpful,
rapidly emerging biotechnologies highlighted here include computer
modeling and genomic modification.
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Computer Modeling and Analysis and Synthetic Drug Design
There are numerous ways to artificially interfere with the actions of
proteins and cause a change in a cell’s behavior.11 For example, any process that changes the shape of a protein can have an impact on cellular
function. As knowledge regarding the fundamental structure of proteins
grows, researchers are increasingly able to apply that knowledge to engineer novel molecules (drugs) designed to modify the protein’s activity,
hence affecting cellular function and “curing” the patient of the associated disease condition. However, these advances in biotechnology are
tied to advances in computer modeling capability, which is allowing
greater understanding of protein activity within the cell.
While the idea of altering cellular communication using engineered
molecules appears straightforward, it requires significant computational
capabilities. The ability to visualize a protein and predict its actions requires information on its fundamental sequence (DNA and/or amino
acid) coupled with the computing power to calculate the thousands
of molecular interactions that drive the three-dimensional shape (and
hence functionality) assumed by the protein. The model must then predict the multitude of chemical interactions among the protein of interest and other notional molecules with therapeutic potential. Today we
have reached a point in sequence data and computer power where it is
possible to model complex proteins and even protein/drug interactions
without an actual laboratory.
Pharmacophore modeling is a process where a molecule is modeled
in three dimensions. The model allows researchers to screen other molecules and select those that demonstrate (in the computer) the ability
to interact with the target molecule. This allows a relatively quick and
cost-effective method to screen hundreds to thousands of compounds
without requiring individual cell cultures for each screen. By combining
different models and programs, researchers are able to screen thousands
of compounds and ultimately predict the molecular interactions of candidate molecules down to amino acid position, type of bonds, and even
molecular distances.
This ability to model molecular structures and chemical interactions
is fundamental to the idea of rational drug design, where researchers
can create molecules designed for specific molecular interactions. This
idea is not new, but its effectiveness has been limited by protein data
and modeling capability. Today, computer models have improved to a
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point where researchers are not only able to screen existing compounds
for potential interactions but can also use models to reverse engineer
synthetic molecules (drugs) designed to interact in specific ways with
the target molecule.12 The ultimate goal is to perfect modeling of therapeutic molecules to a state where “treatments are custom-designed and
based upon the molecular genetic profile of normal versus cancerous tissues in patients.”13 In other words, each individual cancer patient will be
screened and have a custom treatment optimized to match the genetic
characteristics of their particular tumor.
Modeling capabilities can therefore be used to quickly identify the
most likely candidates for drug development. Researchers can also use
these models to examine how different molecules interact with the target, pulling out the most important molecular positions and orientations. This knowledge can then be used as the basis for the rational design of synthetic compounds with an optimal configuration to bind the
target of interest. For example, researchers investigating cancer therapies
based upon proteins that help maintain DNA structure were able to
screen over two million compounds and identify four compounds with
significant binding capability and potential utility as anticancer drugs.14
Additional examples of current medical trials of compounds designed by
pharmacophore modeling include compounds designed as modulators
of cardiac action,15 acetylcholinesterase inhibitors for treating Alzheimer’s,16 cell checkpoint modulators for cancer,17 and enzyme blockers to
treat Chagas disease.18
In addition to developing novel therapeutics, greater understanding
of genetics and proteomics is uncovering previously unknown cellular
communication pathways that can then be modulated to increase healing. For example, identification of existing genetic/cellular pathways
previously unassociated with disk disease has identified many signalmodulating proteins as novel emerging treatments for disk degeneration.19 The increased knowledge in signaling pathways is being directly
translated into medical treatments, where signaling proteins or genes are
being harnessed to construct cell-instructive biomaterials. These are synthetic materials supplemented with molecules known to enhance healing and regeneration within the graft or scaffold (for bone and tendon
repair). The supplemental molecules mimic natural regenerative signals,
controlling processes necessary for healing such as cellular adhesion, differentiation of cells, and growth of new blood vessels.20 These pathways
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can be modeled for each individual tissue type, and this knowledge is
being used to fine tune the administration of growth factors and even to
genetically modify stem cells that are injected into injury sites to control
and enhance the repair process.21
Genomic Modification
The dream of genetic therapy—fixing genetic-based diseases by changing an individual’s DNA sequence to reverse harmful mutations—has
been around for many years. In theory, genetic modification is straightforward, but in practice, it requires an in-depth understanding of the
organisms, normal versus mutated genetic sequence, the ability to predict which changes need to be introduced into the DNA to produce the
desired result, and an ability to affect those changes without destroying
the organism.
Twenty years ago, the total content of the human genome was unknown. To sequence the human genome, the US government funded
the Human Genome Project, a groundbreaking program to read the approximately three billion bases of DNA contained in the human genome.
The project ran for 13 years (1990–2003), with a total expenditure of $3
billion—which supported many biotechnology advances in addition to
directly sequencing the human genome.22 Today, sequencing capabilities have advanced to the point where commercial companies offer to
completely sequence a human genome sample (with 30x coverage) for
approximately $1,500 in about two weeks’ time.23 Armed with this vast
amount of sequence data and an incredible increase in the ability to manipulate DNA, researchers are able to glean information about disease
at the DNA and protein levels. Sequencing and computer analysis can
also help researchers better understand the cellular and genetic processes
that underlay “traditional” or even “ancient” homeopathic treatments.
This knowledge then allows scientists to refine and tailor existing drug
regimens.24 Several different techniques for modifying DNA for medical purposes have advanced to the point where they are being tested on
humans in clinical environments or approved as drugs. These include
virus manipulation, genome editing, noncoding DNA, and epigenetics.
Viral Manipulation
Viruses are infectious particles that use host cells to replicate, and the
idea of harnessing viruses as a mechanism to deliver engineered DNA
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into a host cell is quite common. Viruses replicate by injecting their genetic material into a host cell, which then hijacks the host cell into producing progeny virus particles, and often target only specific subsets of
cell types within an organism. While viruses present researchers a natural
way to deliver therapeutic DNA, the need to understand the genetic code
and an ability to precisely manipulate viral genetic material has historically worked against this approach. Today, as knowledge and techniques
advance, the ability to use a virus to alter a target cell’s DNA as a mechanism to combat disease at the genetic level is becoming a reality. A review
of treatments for arthritis alone lists nine different examples of virusbased gene therapy being used to modulate inflammation.25 Viral- and
nonviral-delivery gene therapy are also being investigated for disk restoration, tendon repair, and bone repair.26
Another advance in the manipulation of viral genetics is the increasing
use of chimeras—novel viruses constructed from the genetic material of
at least two different “parent” viruses. In theory, it is possible to create
novel viruses that combine desired traits from both parents. The idea
of viral chimeras is not new and was pursued by the Soviet biological
weapons program in an attempt to enhance the effectiveness of their
weapons.27 While it is unknown if the Soviets succeeded, viral chimeras
are commonly used today as research tools. For example, researchers investigating the immune system may take a known disease-causing virus
and modify it by adding novel genes from another virus that affects
the host’s immune system. They will then infect an animal with this
chimeric virus to gain an understanding of how the immune system
works.28 One such experiment—which caused extreme concern in the
biodefense community—was a mouse pox virus modified with genes to
modulate the mouse immune system. When tested in the laboratory, the
modified virus killed almost every infected mouse, including previously
vaccinated mice and strains bred to be disease resistant.29 The ability to
manipulate the immune system is an important tool for researchers and
offers potential for medical treatments but could have extreme implications if used to enhance the lethality of a biological agent.
While viral chimeras are a routine tool in laboratory practice, they
are becoming common in therapeutic roles, for instance in vaccine production. A live, nonattenuated vaccine constructed from Eastern equine
encephalitis (EEE) virus and Sindbis virus has demonstrated the ability
to protect primates from EEE.30 A small sample of some other chimeric
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vaccines include Rift Valley fever/Moloney murine leukemia virus tested
in mice,31 a Japanese encephalitis/yellow fever vaccine virus in use in
humans,32 and a multistrain human papillomavirus has been tested in
mice.33 While viruses serve as one mechanism to modify the genetic
code, the process suffers from many biological obstacles that are beyond
the scope of this review.
Genome Editing
Genome editing refers to the ability to directly modify the DNA sequence of an organism without relying upon an intermediate mechanism, for example a virus or radiation, to induce genetic changes. With
adequate sequence knowledge and the appropriate molecular tools, one
could—in theory—modify any section of DNA. It would be possible
to turn a gene off, turn a gene on, or alter the expression patterns or
product of a particular gene. While several editing techniques have been
available in the past, they were relatively inefficient and required a relatively high level of sophistication to employ.
Recently a revolutionary genetic editing tool referred to as CRISPR/
Cas9 has been developed and commercialized.34 This tool is so powerful it
was specifically identified by retired USAF Lt Gen James R. Clapper, director of national intelligence, as a potential bioterrorism threat.35 This molecular system allows researchers to design an experiment in which they
can modify any region of DNA essentially at will. The technique has
been perfected and commercialized to the point where reaction kits are
available online for hundreds to thousands of dollars. A simple library
database search for “CRISPR”—limited to the last two years—returned
over 2,000 journal articles, which is a rate of almost three per day. Just
a few examples of human CRISPR-related research areas include betathalassemia, retinal cell regeneration, generation of human organs from
pigs, and generation of entire knockout libraries of the human genome.
Chinese researchers have used this technique to increase muscle mass
and hair production in dogs and goats and alter the neurological development in monkeys. They have even attempted to correct the genetic
mutation responsible for beta-thalassemia in human embryos, although
all attempts so far have failed.36 This technique is moving into the commercial space as well. In 2015 Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals announced a joint venture with CRISPR Therapeutics to “discover, develop
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and commercialize new breakthrough therapeutics to cure blood disorders, blindness, and congenital heart disease.”37
In addition to the potential to modify genes at will, the CRISPR also
holds the potential to allow researchers to develop a “gene drive” system, where traditional Mendelian inheritance and Darwinian survival
no longer dictate the prevalence of a gene within a population. Under
normal conditions, the prevalence of a gene through a population is
controlled by the number of parents with that gene in the population
and the statistical likelihood that their offspring will inherit that gene
(Mendelian inheritance). The spread of a mutation is also influenced by
its contribution to the fitness of an individual; genes that cause disease
or disadvantage will not spread rapidly, if at all, through a population,
while those genes that offer an advantage will be more likely to spread
(Darwinian survival).
Using CRISPR, researchers are able to construct mutations that drive
the gene through a population much more rapid than predicted by Mendelian genetics and do so with no regard for the increase or decrease in
fitness associated with the mutation. These drives offer the potential to
insert and drive a mutation into a population within a few generations—
even if detrimental to the offspring. A drive could be of great benefit if
used to insert a beneficial trait quickly to a native population of insects
or plants. Conversely, a drive could be used to weaken or even lead a
population to extinction.38 The use of genetic modification and drives to
control insect populations is being commercialized by at least one company, which has proposed the use of genetically modified mosquitoes to
control the current Zika virus outbreak.39
“Dark” or Noncoding DNA
As science learns more about the genetic code and its physical structure, the simple DNA  RNA  protein model for information flow
becomes more complex.40 It is known that the vast majority of the human genome does not contain sequences that directly result in proteins.
Years ago, this noncoding DNA was seen as “junk” or evolutionary baggage that may or may not serve any practical purpose. As sequencing
and computer analysis advance, researchers are identifying significant
regions of DNA previously regarded as junk that demonstrate the ability
to impact cellular function without coding for a functional protein, as
would a traditional gene. Two examples of nonprotein-directed control
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over DNA expression are noncoding RNA and physical alteration of the
higher order structure of the DNA molecule itself.
Traditional thinking held that an RNA molecule needed to be translated
into a protein in order to influence cellular function through the subsequent action of the protein, which has been found to be false. MicroRNAs
(miRNA) are a class of RNA molecules that do not code for proteins but
instead are produced for the express purpose of interfering with other
message-carrying miRNA molecules, hence stopping protein production. MicroRNAs are believed to play a role in functions such as controlling tissue development or maintaining homeostasis.41 Imbalances in
miRNA expression have been implicated in diseases such as cancer, fatty
acid metabolism, glucose metabolism, and pancreatic function and have
been implicated in viral pathogenesis.42 Therefore, it is not surprising
that pharmacy and academia have explored the potential use of miRNAs
to treat disease, for example developing miRNAs to target components
of the inflammatory response implicated in arthritis.43
A fundamental understanding of the genetic component of disease
also gives researchers the ability to mimic miRNA’s behavior through
the employment of antisense treatments. An antisense treatment or drug
is a synthetically designed and constructed oligonucleotide—a short
section of DNA or RNA, often single stranded—that has a genetic sequence capable of binding a cell’s genetic material and interfering with
the normal flow of genetic information. An antisense code is the negative image of the normal information contained within the cell. It can
be used to block the message being produced by the cell, in essence 1
(sense) + (-1) (antisense) = 0 (no signal). To successfully develop an antisense treatment, two requirements exist: “silencing of specific genes in a
defined population of cells which will produce therapeutic benefits” and
“surface receptors expressed specifically on the cell population of interest
that can deliver RNA ligands intracellularly.”44 In other words, one must
know the specific gene or signal to target and have the ability to deliver
the therapeutic molecule to the specific cells responsible for the disease.
Epigenetics
Epigenetics is another area of genetic regulation where gene expression is controlled by factors outside of the core DNA  RNA  protein
construct. Specifically, epigenetics refers to the idea that factors external
to the actual information contained within the gene sequence also affect
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the physical appearance of an individual. An example of this phenomenon is the role the three-dimensional structure of DNA molecules play
in genetic expression. Genes can be turned on or off based on changing
the shape of the DNA molecule, regardless of the fundamental genetic
sequence. In this case, a gene turned off by an epigenetic modification
will not have a chance to influence the cell by producing a protein.45 An
understanding of epigenetic factors could allow researchers and therapists to selectively turn on or off copies of genes within an individual’s
genome by modifying the structure of the DNA molecule versus changing the genetic sequence as would be done in genetic engineering. A recent review of epigenetic research on cancer examined studies in which
researchers have been able to modify the DNA structure to either alter
cellular development or reprogram cancer cells (on or off). The review
identified 17 significant studies during the last 10 years in which researchers developed the ability to reprogram cancer cells and judged that
six of the techniques had commercial therapeutic potential.46
Epigenetic studies are also revealing that DNA has different characteristics within distinct human populations. One difference is DNA methylation, wherein the DNA molecule is chemically modified at specific
sites. Methylation can turn off gene expression and is thought to be one
mechanism used by the body to regulate the ability of different tissues
to express different genes.47 Methylation patterns can be inherited but
also show changes within organisms as they transition through different
phases of development and aging.48 There is also evidence that methylation patterns differ within populations. A recent study comparing
male versus female DNA found a significant difference in the methylation pattern between male and female genomes. The study found 1,184
regions with stable methylation differences and argues that “the differences between men and women are so substantial that they should be
considered in design and analysis of future studies.”49 Other research has
demonstrated that the methylation patterns of cancer-associated genes
differ between ethnic populations.50 Knowledge of unique methylation
patterns may be used to enhance a particular treatment but, in theory,
could also be used to design weapons that target individuals with specific
methylation patterns, leaving other parts of the population untouched.
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The Future of Biotechnology and Medicine
As shown by these few examples, the worlds of genetics, proteomics,
and medicine are converging—aided by advances in computing power.
This convergence has allowed researchers to dig deeper into the fundamental causes of disease states. The deeper we dig and the more we
understand, the more we are able to develop treatments with increasingly narrow focus and much greater effective action. This has allowed
us to go from chance observations of mold growth on a petri dish killing
bacteria (penicillin) to systematic and deliberate design of compounds
targeted against specific molecular links in the disease process. Analogously, medicine is moving from World War II’s firebombing of entire
cities toward today’s GPS/laser-guided weapons that hit within feet of
the target. We are developing the ability to cure disease by reaching into
the genome or proteome and modifying single DNA bases or blocking
specific molecular bonds, giving modern medicine unprecedented ability to restore healthy processes within the cell.
These advances give hope for a new era of medicine in which cellular imbalances can be treated and genetic disorders can be fixed at the
tissue or even embryonic stage. Instead of using insulin injections to
manage diabetes, it is possible to envision the ability to infect pancreatic
cells with a virus that alters the genome of those cells, restoring normal
insulin production. It may be possible to use custom-designed genes
delivered to specific cells through an artificially constructed virus to regrow nerve tissue after spinal cord trauma or program the heart to regrow muscle tissue lost to a heart attack. In the future, every individual’s
cancer risk could be assessed at birth by screening for cancer-associated
genetic mutations. Based upon that assessment, patients could be periodically monitored for abnormal levels of cancer-associated proteins.
Those at risk will then be treated to downregulate the expression of riskassociated proteins, preventing cells from becoming cancerous. With
our increased understanding of the differences within our DNA, these
treatments might be further optimized to reflect methylation patterns
based upon gender and even ethnicity. As these advances become routine medical practice, they will represent a new era of medicine dependent as much on modeling and synthesis as trial and observation.
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The Fears of Biotechnology
With any scientific advance, there is always the possibility it will be
used for harm. Historically, biological weapons have been developed by
harnessing naturally occurring pathogens that were especially good at
infecting humans and causing disease. The task of the early bioweaponeers was to take these natural agents and turn them into weapons
by improving characteristics such as virulence, survivability, and ease
of dissemination. Techniques that use genetic manipulation to increase
virulence or convey antibiotic resistance have been evolving for decades
but have been comparatively slow and labor intensive. Today’s advanced
techniques, such as CRISPR, will give bioweaponeers almost unlimited
ability to modify any virus, bacteria, protein, prion, or parasite with any
trait they desire. While there is no guarantee any singe modification
would produce a viable “super” agent, the cost and time investments
required to conduct a modification are low enough that many different
combinations could be attempted with relative ease.
It is also important to remember that plants and animals can also
be targets of biological weapons. The massive financial impact associated with natural diseases outbreaks such as foot-and-mouth or bird flu
makes agriculture a serious target for an adversary seeking to inflict financial damage while not directly harming human life. This threat must
be viewed with the realization that wholesale genetic modification of
viable animals is already being performed in laboratories around the
world and is being commercialized. The idea of genetic control over disease-vector insects could save millions from diseases such as dengue and
malaria. However, what would be the impact of intentionally crashing
the bee population, removing a predator from the ecosystem, or making
a crop parasite resistant to insecticides?
Fortunately, most of the technologies discussed in this article remain
experimental and require extremely sophisticated laboratories. Effective
weaponization and large-scale employment of these new capabilities as
a weapon would require a dedicated effort by a state sponsor. It is one
thing for a medical provider to inject an experimental therapy into a patient but a much more difficult matter to deliver that substance simultaneously to thousands of people in a diverse environment. Traditionally,
biological weapons require the agent be ingested, inhaled, or injected
into the target—not trivial problems, and ones the US and Soviet proStrategic Studies Quarterly ♦ Fall 2016
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grams spent many years and funds to overcome. Therefore, it is unlikely
they present a near-term threat.
However, there is no reason to believe this will always be the case.
Genetic techniques that took a 1990s-era graduate student months to
master and days to accomplish are now sold as ready-made kits that perform the same process in hours. The commercialization of biotechnology consistently moves today’s high-end techniques from sophisticated
laboratories to common commercial kits.
As technology evolves—becoming accessible, cheaper, and easier to
use—what are the associated threats? Compare the “cutting-edge” technology from 15 years ago—in flip phones, low-definition televisions,
and dial-up modems for internet access—with the capabilities available
today in a common smartphone, which offers high-definition, wireless
internet access from almost any location in the country. The spectacular
advances in biotechnology are no less amazing. Now think of the same
rate of technological advance 5, 10, or 15 years in the future, and consider some hypothetical scenarios where today’s cutting-edge, emerging
biotechnologies are now commonplace and are used to produce biological weapons.51
One such scenario involves a “garage biologist,” lone-wolf terrorist
who seeks to create a “stealth” biological weapon to evade detection or
medical treatment.52 Many biological detection systems are based upon
antibody recognition. These systems are able to “look” for unique molecules present on the surface of biological agents. To be effective, detection systems must look for markers present on the agent of concern and
not present on other nonhazardous background bacteria. In an almost
identical process, the body looks for molecular markers on invading organisms and targets them for destruction. Vaccines present the body’s
immune system with inert “training” targets that teach the body how to
identify and eliminate invading organisms.
Both systems rely upon the ability to discern specific molecular patterns
to identify bacteria or viruses. However, as has already been discussed,
the nature of the surface molecules is related to the genetic information
of the organism. An adversary who is aware of our detection techniques
or our vaccine components could alter the surface molecules of a threat
agent, rendering the detection or protective capability ineffective. To do
this, an adversary could model the molecular interactions between the
surface molecule on the threat agent and the detection molecule used by
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the sensor. Once the reaction is understood, the adversary could model
modifications to the agent’s surface markers that would negate the recognition reaction. The changes in the surface molecule could then be
reverse engineered to the source DNA sequence, which could be modified by a CRISPR-based replacement with a new sequence and resulting
surface marker. Successful modification of a pathogen in this manner
would essentially make it a “new” threat organism and would require
the defensive community to develop new vaccines or new detection capabilities that could take months or years to implement.53
Another relatively easy scenario to envision is the development of a
new and extremely fast-acting biological toxin. Traditional biological
toxins rely upon molecules produced by other organisms that happen to
be hazardous to humans. For example the toxin ricin is found in castor
beans, and the botulinum toxin is produced by a bacteria. Countries
seeking to weaponize these agents simply adapted what nature developed, resulting in a weaponized form capable of mass dissemination
and entry into the target. As the agents were from nature, their relative
toxicity and method of action were essentially “constants” within which
the weaponeers had to work. Improvements in toxicity could come from
scouring nature for more toxic versions of the same organism, or the
organisms could be mutated in the lab, which was generally a haphazard
and time-consuming process.
Emerging biotechnology and computing capabilities will remove the
need to scour nature for toxins and will allow weaponeers to custom design their own toxins. The idea of pharmacophore modeling of drugs has
already been discussed. One of the uses for this technology was to model
the molecules responsible for cardiac polarization.14 Polarization and depolarization of cells is a critical process utilized by nerve and muscle
tissue to convey electrical signals. The polarization process relies upon
molecular signals and receptors that open and close gates in the cell’s
membrane, allowing a change in the electrical potential. As the ability
to model the receptors increases, it becomes possible to design, through
computer simulation, molecules that will target and inactivate these receptors—hence, shutting the gates and preventing the electrical signal.
Assuming an acceptable delivery system, a weaponized form of this type
of molecule could shut down a victim’s entire nervous system (brain) or
muscular system (heart), causing rapid death with little chance of successful medical intervention.
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In a more complex scenario using gene silencing techniques similar to those used in cancer treatments, it could be possible to design a
RNA-based weapon capable of killing a specific tissue. It is possible to
imagine a silencing system that is designed to target and kill only kidney cells. One possible delivery mechanism for such a device would be
inserting the silencing genetic code within a viral chimera. A weaponeer
could take a highly infectious but nonlethal virus—such as the common
cold—and modify it to contain the silencing system. Upon infection,
the silencing genes could be triggered and result in the death of the target tissue. Depending upon the dose, effects could range from a minor
to total loss of kidney function. Victims would be dependent upon dialysis for survival, causing a massive strain on medical infrastructure and
budgets. As science continues to refine the human genome and focuses
on identifying the genes and proteins associated with tissue expression,
the list of potential targets grows and is available to anyone with an internet connection.
A final scenario is the ability to eliminate a population from nature
using the CRISPR-Cas9 system to construct a gene drive. Such a drive
system is a reality and is currently in use to control mosquito populations.54 Introducing a gene drive into a population eliminates the statistical and evolutionary factors used by nature to control the prevalence
of mutations within a population. While current gene-drive systems are
tightly controlled and designed to prevent spread in nature, a malicious
gene-drive system could be used to eliminate an animal population from
a large geographic region.
The idea of selective breeding predates knowledge of genetics, starting
when the first farmers selectively bred plants or animals with the “best”
traits to increase yield. Weak or disease-prone stocks were conversely not
selected and reduced from the population. Today’s scientists use knowledge of genetics to achieve the same goals as the early farmers. Traits
such as size and disease resistance are, at their core, dependent upon the
genetic makeup of the organism and hence can be manipulated in the
laboratory. Honeybee hive collapse is a real problem in North America
and the subject of ongoing research, seeking to discover the cause and at
the same time identify genetic traits that convey resistance to the phenomenon.55 It stands to reason that while some genetic traits will convey
increased resistance, other traits will make the bees more susceptible to a
particular condition. Instead of looking for a cure, a malicious research
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program would focus on identifying genetic traits associated with the
most-susceptible populations.
Once identified, a susceptibility gene could be incorporated into a
gene-drive system, ensuring that close to 100 percent of the offspring
from the engineered bees will carry the susceptibility gene. In this scenario, a large number of engineered bees could be raised in a protected
environment; then a large population of engineered drones would be
released to outbreed the natural population. Once introduced into the
population, the hives in the area would become increasingly susceptible
to collapse. The collapse of the bee population in an agriculturally intense geographic area could have enormous secondary effects, as crops
that rely upon pollination would crash along with the bee population.
These are only a few hypothetical examples that, while they can be
imagined, still require significant effort and resources to actualize. However as scientists continue to develop their understanding of cellular
function, one can imagine an ability to interfere with any genetic or
chemical reaction responsible for cellular function, essentially making
any tissue or cell a potential target for a biological based weapon.

Epilogue
The goal of this work is to inform the defense community of the
evolving power of biotechnology in the hope the United States will remain vigilant with its biodefense program. There is no easy answer to
the dilemma of the hope and fear in biotechnology. Advances in biotechnology rapidly outpace the ability of governments to regulate. This
work is often performed by commercial companies and not necessarily
reliant upon government funding. It is also interesting to note that a
retroactive review of journals cited in this article reveals less than 50
percent were written within the United States. While regulation or legislation may address some issues, it clearly cannot control the direction
and pace of this research.
As a nation and as a military the United States tries to align its defensive programs to account for future threats. However, we have yet
to develop a full line of defenses against biological weapons developed
during the Cold War. US efforts to deal with flare-ups of diseases such
as Ebola highlight our partial successes but also show how resourceintensive and time-consuming it can be to respond to even a known and
somewhat expected threat. The issue is not unique to the United States,
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as the whole world is facing these issues. The international community
has yet to develop an effective enforcement mechanism for the Biological Weapons Convention. The physical detection of biological weapons
programs remains extremely difficult, while covert offensive programs
have been conducted under the cover of overt defensive or medical programs. In many ways, the world relies upon behavioral norms and moral
behavior as much as any other mechanism to prevent a biological attack.
Will these restraints continue in the future, and if not, what can be
done about it? The ability to imagine the biotechnology and medical
capacities that will be available 10–15 years in the future is often limited by what we experience today. Likewise, it is impossible to predict
how “low” today’s cutting-edge biological techniques will be pushed by
commercialization of laboratory practices. However, it is safe to say that
the technology and knowledge will spread worldwide, and it will not be
possible for the United States to exert total control over the process.
There is no magic bullet or novel approach for how to keep up with a
rapidly evolving biological capability that is only one of many potential
threats facing the nation. While “nimble” or “adaptive” responses may
be cliché, they are needed and must be fed by the current threat assessment. What we cannot do is assume that these technologies will always
be used for good; a strong sense of pessimism or red-team analysis must
be practiced if we hope to anticipate the next biological threat before it
is employed.
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